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After the Torah, the Koran and the Gospels, the Indian literature of "The Perfection of Wisdom"
has had the greatest impact on the religious consciousness of mankind. Its composition
extended for over seven hundred years, and here we offer the reader the first two works which
were composed in South India between 100 B.C. and A.D. 100.These documents are not only
indispensable to those who wish to undersand the mentality of the East, they still carry a potent
spiritual message; and those who desire to diminish their personal worries by the disciplined
contemplation of spiritual truths could make no better choice.". . .Finally one could also threat
them as spiritual documents where are still capable of releasing spiritual insights among people
separated from their original authors by two thousand years and vast disparities in intellectual
and material culture. There is, however, a certain absurdity about interpreting spiritual matters in
the abstract and in general terms, since everything depends on concrete conditions and the
actual persons and their circumstances. Some will regard this literature as rather strange and
alien, and may long for something more homespun. They will, I hope, allow me to retort with a
remark that so endeared me to my students at Berkeley. Asked what Buddhism should do to
become more acceptable to Americans, I used to enumerate with a smile a few concessions
one might perhaps make respectively to the feminist, democratic, hedonistic, primivistic and anti-
intellectual tendencies of American society. Though in the end I invariably recovered my nerve
and reminded my listeners that it is not so much a matter of Dharma adjusting itself to become
adaptable to Americans, but of Americans changing and transforming themselves sufficiently to
become acceptable to the Lord Buddha." —Edward Conze, translator, preface.Edward Conze
(1904-1979) was an Anglo-German scholar best known for his translations of Buddist texts.

“This collection of inspiring stories and beautiful artwork presents a glimpse into the lives of
some of the greatest masters of the Kagyu lineage. These stories have been passed down from
teacher to student for centuries. Filled with profound teachings and practical guidance on the
path of awakening, this volume will be of great interest to all those who wish to embody
compassion and wisdom.” -- Mingyur Rinpoche“A wonderful introduction to the history of the
Karmapas, one of the most important and influential lines of reincarnated lamas in all of Tibetan
history. And at the same time, a wonderful introduction to one of the most beautiful painting
styles in Tibetan art. This is a laudable achievement, and a sure sign of the ongoing vitality of
these traditions today. A marvelous book to enjoy, and from which to learn.” -- Janet Gyatso,
Harvard University”This collection is a welcome addition for anyone interested in the history of
the Karma Kagyu school of Tibetan Buddhism, its renowned lineage of teachers known as the
Karmapas, and their seminal meditation instructions called Mahamudra. The book brings to life
great masters of the past and illuminates their contributions to a vibrant living tradition.” --



Andrew Quintman, Yale University“A perfect pairing, these biographies and images enliven
Kagyu history, shining light on many of the traditions most important figures.” ―
BuddhadharmaAbout the AuthorKhenpo Sherap Phüntsok met Kyabjé Thrangu Rinpoche as a
young boy and became a monk at Thrangu Rinpoche’s monastery. There he studied all aspects
of ritual practice at the monastery and became a chant master. At the age of sixteen he entered
Thrangu Rinpoche’s monastic college in Namo Buddha, Nepal, where he studied the curriculum
of the Kagyü tradition. At the age of twenty-one, he was made an assistant teacher in 2001 by
Kyabjé Thrangu Rinpoche and was awarded the title of Khenpo in 2003. In 2005, the
Seventeenth Karmapa Ogyen Trinley Dorje appointed Khenpo Sherap junior chant master for
the Great Kagyü Mönlam, a position he has kept until now.Michele Martin has been a Buddhist
practitioner for over thirty years. After receiving graduate degrees from Yale, she studied in
Japan, India, and Nepal with numerous masters of meditation and Buddhist scholars. While in
Asia, she also served as an oral translator and edited many volumes on Buddhism. Her
publications include Music in the Sky: The Life, Art, and Teachings of the 17th Karmapa Ogyen
Trinley Dorje and numerous translations from Tibetan texts on philosophy and meditation. She
lives in the Catskill Mountains of upstate New York.
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Grzegorz Jan Laskowski, “Does prajna wisdom justice!. Being the only translation of the prajna
paramita in 8,000 lines I find it very insightful. I have been studying the shorter Sutras, The
Prajna Paramita in 300 lines (The Diamond Sutra) and the one page Heart Sutra for 11 years
and really find the more fleshed out details of this longer, more fleshed out prajna paramita sutra
helpful in a notoriously difficult 'topic'. For any serious student of the unbecomed ultimate, this is
the Sutra for you. I really feel Edward Conze did justice to this Sutra in relation to what I studied
on prajna wisdom.”

M. Gonzales, “A beautiful and intricate sutra. A beautiful and intricate sutra. Edward Conze was a
prolific and skillful translator; I personally believe that he had a fine understanding of the
meanings behind the sutras as well. The language is a little bit antiquated in some spots, dense
in others, and those less well versed in Buddhist terms may need to look a few things up. That
being said, it's still clear and accessible if a person puts in a bit of effort...and it is well worth it.”

ulrike, “there is so much Wisdom and good guidance in it. The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight
Thousand Lines and its Verse Summary is profound, and a treasure to study, there is so much
Wisdom and good guidance in it, excellent too to read out loud in a group through turn taking.
Nice to keep it wrapped in a silk cloth on an altar. Each time one reads it or repeats reading it, it's
Wisdom deepens in the mind. It truly is a Blessing for mankind.May you enjoy it too,Ulrike”

Tom Rowen, “My review. Excellent book”

Jerry G., “Five Stars. Excellent text with informed commentary.”

Gary Ormsby, “Five Stars. This book is everything it has been said to be...”

Sublime, “Five Stars. very satisfactory”

Matt Jenkins, “A Wonderful Text. This book contains the only complete translation, from the
Sanskrit, of both the Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita Sutra (Perfection of Wisdom in 8,000 lines)
and the Ratnagunasancaya Gatha (considered a verse summary of the sutra itself).The
Perfection of Wisdom in 8,000 lines is generally considered to be among the oldest of the
Prajnaparamita group of texts and among the earliest of the Mahayana Sutras.The renowned
scholar Edward Conze (1904-1979) devoted his life to the translation of the Prajnaparamita
sutras, or Perfection of Wisdom texts, which deal with the Buddhist doctrine of emptiness and
the ultimate nature of reality.This is not a particularly easy work and requires some effort on the
part of the reader but as with any religious text this is no bad thing.For those who are interested
there is a "contemplative expansion" of 40 sections from the Sutra produced by Lex Hixon (



  
Mother of the Buddhas

  
  
), which I also highly recommend.For those who are interested in other Prajnaparamita Sutras,
the most popular texts from this group are the Diamond Sutra (Vajracchedika Prajnaparamita
Sutra) and Heart Sutra (Prajnaparamita Hrdaya). There are a number of fine translations of both
these Sutras available. Award winning translator Red Pine has produced translations and
commentaries on both texts (
  
The Diamond Sutra: The Perfection of Wisdom

  
  
     and 
  
The Heart Sutra

  
  



    ). There are also texts with commentaries by Thich Nhat Hanh (
  
The Diamond That Cuts Through Illusion

  
  
     and 
  
Heart of Understanding: Commentaries on the Prajnaparamita Heart Sutra

  
  
    ). There is also a fine translation and commentary on the Diamond Sutra by Hsing Yun (
  
Describing the Indescribable: A Commentary of the Diamond Sutra

  
  
    ). All of these works I recommend.”

Happy user, “Beautifully written, but astonishing repetitive and tedious. Beautifully written, but



astonishing repetitive and tedious. If you read the first four or five chapters, the rest is redundant.”

Ebook Library Reader, “La madre del Mahayana. Questo è considerato il primo Sutra sulla
Perfezione della Saggezza, un testo denso e profondo su un'intuizione inedita in occidente
ovvero che tutti i fenomeni sono privi di una realtà inerente, non c'è alcuna sostanza. Il fine però
non è un'altra teoria sulla realtà ma la realizzazione della fine della nostra sofferenza,
insoddisfazione intrinseca nel nonstro voler afferrare qualcosa che in se stesso non esiste,
essendo il segno che attribuiamo ai fenomeni una nostra imposizione. Per chi conosce già il
Buddhismo o per chi è seriamente intenzionato ad aprofondire. Un testo da studiare che aprirà
un mondo se sapremo metterlo alla prova nelle nostre vite.”

ulrike, “The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines & Its Verse Summary translated by
Edward Conze. This book is a wonderful guide to help all beings to full enlightenment so that we
can attain that and help each other attain that too. It is a treasure to wrap in silk and place it on
your alter. May it be available to all beings throughout all eons to help them. It could be read out
loud by yourself or with a group a page or so and then meditated upon so that its Wisdom
penetrates the mind deeply. It is something one can reread many many times. May you enjoy
and benefit from it too and may it's Wisdom spread throughout the world.”

The book by Chogyam Trungpa has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 35 people have provided feedback.
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